
Job Description: Community Organiser
The Centre for Progressive Change is looking for a full-time Community Organiser
to work on our national sick pay campaign in key constituency seats around the
UK. This role will primarily organise alliances in key seats to influence local Tory
MPs to support legislative changes to Statutory Sick Pay (SSP) legislation.

The ideal candidate will have a proven ability to organise a broad-range of
constituents, to build effective working relationships with MPs cross-party and to
take effective action to pressure decision-makers to support a particular change.
They will be committed to working across the UK in numerous constituencies and
able to organise multiple sites simultaneously. This position is an excellent
opportunity to organise constituents on the ground across the UK and engage
Conservative MPs to help bring about legislative change.

About the Centre for Progressive Change
The Centre for Progressive Change is a new not-for-profit organisation aimed at
building national organising campaigns for a more progressive society. We do this
by driving our own national campaigns, carrying out research on what works when
creating progressive change at scale, and by sharing our expertise through training
and consultancy to support others to be effective.

We are an ambitious organisation that works cross-party. To help us in our work we
adhere to the following values:

1. We are strategic: Our focus is on making progressive gains that improve
outcomes for low and middle-income communities. We are pragmatic and
work with those that will take us a step closer to our goal. We try to find the
most effective route to our goal.

2. We focus on getting impact: We research the context of our campaign and
create strategies based on this to ensure that we will have impact. We test
to see if we are being impactful and pivot when the evidence shows us we
need to. We are constantly learning.

3. We are here to serve low and middle-income communities: To succeed we
need high-performing teams effectively working together. We help each
other succeed by giving each other honest feedback on our performance so
that we can be the best we can be. We invite constructive feedback to our
plans so that we can change them if necessary to ensure that we succeed.

About the Safe Sick Pay campaign
Our pilot campaign aims to change Statutory Sick Pay legislation so that:

1. Everyone is eligible for sick pay - by removing the earnings threshold
2. People receive sick pay from day 1 rather than day 4, and
3. Workers can afford to take the time off, by increasing SSP so that it is in line



with a worker’s wages.

To win this campaign we are taking an interdisciplinary approach and utilising
organising, mobilsing, communications, advocacy and campaign research.

About the Role
Our strategy for our pilot campaign is to build support for changes to SSP in
constituencies that will be key ahead of the next general election and to influence
Conservative MPs to become champions for the campaign.

This role is one of a team of organisers responsible for driving the ground
campaign in key constituencies across the country. Your focus will be on building
constituency teams, training them and supporting them to effectively lobby their
Conservative MP. You will also be responsible for raising a significant proportion of
the funding needed for the campaign.

As a result we’re seeking candidates who excel in organising and can make sick pay
a key issue in Conservative constituencies ahead of the next general election. We
are also looking for someone that is able to build effective working relationships
with Conservative and other MPs so that they become active supporters of the
campaign.

You will be part of an interdisciplinary team that works together to deliver the
campaign. This team is led by the Director and includes two other Organisers, a
Campaign Researcher and a Communications staff member.

Currently this role has no management responsibilities. Subject to funding, this may
change as the team grows.

Compensation depends on experience and is competitive. The role is for a fixed
term contract for 12 months, with extension subject to further funding.

Job Responsibilities
The Community Organiser reports to the Director and will need to be able to travel
around the country. They will be responsible for:

● Building and maintaining powerful constituency teams across key seats
● Training teams to effectively lobby their MP
● Supporting teams to meet with and lobby their MP so that the MP publicly

and actively backs changes to Statutory Sick Pay
● Building strong local organising structures to distribute the work
● Building strong organising campaigns with workers, constituents and local

organisations to build power in constituencies
● Raising the funding for their salary and oncosts (at least £58,500 this year),

for instance by applying for grant funding, raising supporter dues from
constituents and/or supporting constituency teams to carry out fundraising
drives



● Working with an interdisciplinary team to deliver the campaign nationally

Skills, Experience and Qualities
You should have:

● Excellent Community Organising or Trade Union organising skills
● A track record of developing and maintaining strong working relationships

with and among a diverse group of stakeholders
● Excellent skills at training groups of people in the key theory and practice of

organising
● A proven track record of winning local organising campaigns
● An ability to work cross-party and build effective working relationships with

MPs from all the major parties
● A demonstrated capacity to raise at least £58,500 a year
● Excellent skills at self-directed work, problem solving and dealing with

complexity
● Able to be flexible and work in a startup environment with high levels of

uncertainty and small campaign budgets
● A commitment to the Centre for Progressive Change’s strategy, values and

culture

Knowledge of Statutory Sick Pay and prior experience of constituency organising
are both pluses but are not requirements.


